
A Commentary on the Book of Proverbs 
Chapter 28:1-28: Moral Imperatives 
 
Verses 1-5: The just person has a lion like courage and confidence in pursuing righteous ways. 
The wicked is uninterested to live in harmony with others; they have an uninformed or twisted 
conscience, and they sabotage peace. When wicked rulers arise, they will have many more evil 
supporters [a reference to chaotic politics of Northern kingdom of Israel after the death of king 
Solomon-931 BCE]. Violent rebellion creates chaos in the land and weakens its moral fabric. 
Competent, intelligent rulers endowed with knowledge and understanding stabilize a nation, 
restore order and wellbeing. Proverbs notice that a poor person who suddenly finds fortunes 
could become arrogant and an oppressor of the poor; ‘rain is good, but floods can kill you’, so 
be just and humble in good fortunes of life; one shouldn’t forget the hardships endured and the 
gifts given. “Evil people do not understand what is right”. Those who do not care for divine law, 
love the company of the wicked. The wicked praise their fellow wicked; however, wisdom gives 
insight into true worth of everything in the world. 
 
Verses 6-12: “Better the poor, walking in integrity, than one with twisted ways, though rich”. 
Wisdom’s role is to train the mind to love truth and just ways. Better to be a poor person with 
uprightness than a rich person twisted in mind, selfish and arrogant. For the Israelites, the Law 
of Moses was a guide to live their covenant relationship with God; a youth who observes the 
law is a joy to his/her parents but those who with riotous mind bring suffering to family and 
community. Law of Moses prohibited taking interest in money dealings [not applied to 
foreigners] and warns Israelites that unlawful profits will be overturned by the Lord for the 
benefit of the poor. One having riches without a discerning mind and kindness to the poor is 
poor in the eyes of God. The wicked try to poison the mind of the Godfearing but they will meet 
their well-deserved end! “When the just rejoice, great glory but when the wicked arise, people 
hide” [verse 12]. When the wicked rulers grab power, the good people go in hiding. The 
righteous rejoice or breathe a sigh of relief when the wicked ruler is defeated. 
 
Verses 13-19: Mercy is obtained when sin/guilt is confessed; it is beginning of a new and better 
life. One who hardens the heart is buffeted by constant troubles. One confesses sins because 
he/she knows God is merciful and forgiving. Returning to wicked rulers, Proverbs says that 
wicked rulers are beastly, without commonsense; they oppress the poor while the rich class 
enjoy the benefits of the Land [Israel’s kings were called shepherds; shepherd cares for every 
one of his sheep, especially the weak]. A blameless life, life of fairness is the goal of wisdom and 
those who follow such path are honored by others and they are in God’s friendship. A twisted 
mind muddies the water, lives a slippery life. With diligent work in the land, one will not go 
hungry but the lazy pursues empty goals, vanity. 
 
Verses 20-28: blessings [peace] come with sincerity of heart, honest work; unmerited wealth 
[attained unjustly] incurs scrutiny and punishments. Wisdom hates discrimination [partiality] 
which is opposed to justice. The wicked pursue criminal ways even in small matters [bribery, 
favoritism etc.] Proverbs denounce a greedy person who wants to get rich with every means, a 
disastrous end is awaiting! Proverbs warn of wicked children [unscrupulous] who rob parents 



through foul means; a destroyer will eventually be destroyed. A wise person enjoys peace by 
trusting in the providence of God; trusting in oneself [in one’s evil designs] is foolish. “Whoever 
gives to the poor, nothing lacking; whoever closes his eyes, many curse” [verse 27]. Unlike the 
greedy, the generous person is rewarded for his/her concern for the poor; ignoring the poor is a 
curse! Peace returns to the land when the wicked perish or corrupt, unjust ways are removed. 
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